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Obsession John E Douglas
Examines the Unabomber case from the earliest bombings to the FBI's capture of a suspect after an eighteen-year manhunt
Worst. President. Ever. flips the great presidential biography on its head, offering an enlightening—and highly entertaining!—account
of poor James Buchanan’s presidency to prove once and for all that, well, few leaders could have done worse. But author Robert
Strauss does much more, leading readers out of Buchanan’s terrible term in office—meddling in the Dred Scott Supreme Court
decision, exacerbating the Panic of 1857, helping foment the John Brown uprisings and “Bloody Kansas,” virtually inviting a halfdozen states to secede from the Union as a lame duck, and on and on—to explore with insight and humor his own obsession with
presidents, and ultimately the entire notion of ranking our presidents. He guides us through the POTUS rating game of historians and
others who have made their own Mount Rushmores—or Marianas Trenches!—of presidential achievement, showing why Buchanan
easily loses to any of the others, but also offering insights into presidential history buffs like himself, the forgotten "lesser" presidential
sites, sex and the presidency, the presidency itself, and how and why it can often take the best measures out of even the most
dedicated men.
The author presents an in-depth account to the background, motivation and mental state of serial sexual killers.
Who are the men committing the rising number of serial homicides in the U.S. -- and why do they kill? The increase in these violent
crimes over the past decade has created an urgent need for more and better information about these men: their crime scene patterns,
violent acts, and above all, their motivations for committing these shocking and repetitive murders. This authoritative book represents
the data, findings, and implications of a long-term F.B.I.-sponsored study of serial sex killers. Specially trained F.B.I. agents examined
thirty-six convicted, incarcerated sexual murderers to build a valuable new bank of information which reveals the world of the serial
sexual killer in both quantitative and qualitative detail. Data was obtained from official psychiatric and criminal records, court
transcripts, and prison reports, as well as from extensive interviews with the offenders themselves. Featured in this book is detailed
information on the F.B.I.'s recently developed Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (VICAP) and a sample of an actual VICAP
Crime Analysis Report Form.
Journey Into Darkness
The Evil That Men Do
The John Wayne Gacy Murders
James Buchanan, the POTUS Rating Game, and the Legacy of the Least of the Lesser Presidents
The True Story of a Young Woman Who Vanished from the Streets of Tokyo--and the Evil That Swallowed Her Up

Looks at the disappearance and murder of Lucie Blackman in Tokyo, following every step of the investigation and
offering a grim portrait of her suspected killer. Original.
The Strange Death of Europe is the internationally bestselling account of a continent and a culture caught in the act of
suicide, now updated with new material taking in developments since it was first published to huge acclaim. These
include rapid changes in the dynamics of global politics, world leadership and terror attacks across Europe. Douglas
Murray travels across Europe to examine first-hand how mass immigration, cultivated self-distrust and delusion have
contributed to a continent in the grips of its own demise. From the shores of Lampedusa to migrant camps in Greece,
from Cologne to London, he looks critically at the factors that have come together to make Europeans unable to argue for
themselves and incapable of resisting their alteration as a society. Murray's "tremendous and shattering" book (The
Times) addresses the disappointing failures of multiculturalism, Angela Merkel's U-turn on migration, the lack of
repatriation and the Western fixation on guilt, uncovering the malaise at the very heart of the European culture. His
conclusion is bleak, but the predictions not irrevocable. As Murray argues, this may be our last chance to change the
outcome, before it's too late.
The legendary FBI criminal profiler, number-one New York Times bestselling author, and inspiration for the hit Netflix
show Mindhunter delves deep into the lives and crimes of four of the most disturbing and complex predatory killers,
offering never-before-revealed details about his profiling process, and divulging the strategies used to crack some of
America’s most challenging cases. The FBI’s pioneer of criminal profiling, former special agent John Douglas, has
studied and interviewed many of America’s most notorious killers—including Charles Manson, ”Son of Sam Killer” David
Berkowitz and ”BTK Strangler” Dennis Rader—trained FBI agents and investigators around and the world, and helped
educate the country about these deadly predators and how they operate, and has become a legend in popular culture,
fictionalized in The Silence of the Lambs and the hit television shows Criminal Minds and Mindhunter. Twenty years after
his famous memoir, the man who literally wrote the book on FBI criminal profiling opens his case files once again. In this
riveting work of true crime, he spotlights four of the most diabolical criminals he’s confronted, interviewed and learned
from. Going deep into each man’s life and crimes, he outlines the factors that led them to murder and how he used his
interrogation skills to expose their means, motives, and true evil. Like the hit Netflix show, The Killer Across the Table is
centered around Douglas’ unique interrogation and profiling process. With his longtime collaborator Mark Olshaker,
Douglas recounts the chilling encounters with these four killers as he experienced them—revealing for the first time his
profile methods in detail. Going step by step through his interviews, Douglas explains how he connects each killer’s
crimes to the specific conversation, and contrasts these encounters with those of other deadly criminals to show what he
learns from each one. In the process, he returns to other famous cases, killers and interviews that have shaped his
career, describing how the knowledge he gained from those exchanges helped prepare him for these. A glimpse into the
mind of a man who has pierced the heart of human darkness, The Killer Across the Table unlocks the ultimate mystery of
depravity and the techniques and approaches that have countered evil in the name of justice.
A former FBI investigator examines some of his most complex cases and demonstrates how criminal profiling works
Unabomber
Killer Clown
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Immigration, Identity, Islam
Anyone You Want Me to be
Follow the FBI's Premier Investigative Profiler as He Penetrates the Minds and Motives of the Most Terrifying Serial
Killers
Inside the FBI's Elite Serial Crime Unit
A dramatic and compelling true-crime psychological thriller This incredible story shows how John Douglas tracked and
participated in the hunt for one of the most notorious serial killers in U.S. history. For 31 years a man who called himself BTK (Bind,
Torture, Kill) terrorized the city of Wichita, Kansas, sexually assaulting and strangling a series of women, taunting the police with
frequent communications, and bragging about his crimes to local newspapers and TV stations. After disappearing for nine years,
he suddenly reappeared, complaining that no one was paying enough attention to him and claiming that he had committed other
crimes for which he had not been given credit. When he was ultimately captured, BTK was shockingly revealed to be Dennis Rader,
a 61-year-old married man with two children.
In the #1 New York Times bestseller Mindhunter, John Douglas, who headed the FBI's elite Investigative Support Unit, told the story
of his brilliant and terrifying career tracking down some of the most heinous criminals in history. Now, in Journey into Darkness,
Douglas profiles vicious serial killers, rapists, and child molesters. He is straightforward, blunt, often irreverent, and outspoken,
but takes pains not to glorify any of these murderers. Some of the unique cases Douglas discusses include: -The Clairemont killer
-The schoolgirl murders -Richmond's First Serial Murderer -The brutal and sadistic murder of Suzanne Marie Collins -Polly Klaas'
abduction and murder by Richard Allen Davis, -The tragedy that lead to the creation of Megan's Law With Journey into Darkness,
Douglas provides more than a glimpse into the minds of serial killers; he demonstrates what a powerful weapon behavioral science
has become. Profiling criminals helps not only to capture them, but also helps society understand how these predators work and
what can be done to prevent them from striking again. Douglas focuses especially on pedophiles and child abductors, fully
explaining what drives them, and how to keep children away from them. As he points out, "The best way to protect your children is
to know your enemy." He includes eight rules for safety, a list of steps parents can take to prevent child abduction and exploitation,
tips on how to detect sexual exploitation, basic rules of safety for children, and a chart, based on age, which details the safety
skills children should have to protect themselves. In his review for Mindhunter in The New York Times Book Review, Dean Koontz
said, "Because of his insights and the power of the material, he leaves us shaken, gripped by a quiet grief for the innocent victims
and anguished by the human condition." Journey into Darkness continues this perilous trip into the psyche of the serial killer, but
also offers a glimmer of hope that profiling may enable law enforcement to see the indicators of a serial killer's mind and intervene
before he kills, or kills again.
ObsessionSimon and Schuster
OBSESSION examines the many violent interpersonal crimes committed against women and the elderly, providing extraordinary
insight into what motivates the perpetrators who commit them. With profiles of many well-known cases and criminals, as well as an
invalubale chapter on how you can protect yourself and your loved ones from violence, John Douglas has written a
groundbreaking book.
FBI Profiler Roy Hazelwood's Journey into the Minds of Sexual Predators
Law & Disorder
Blood Meridian
People Who Eat Darkness
Worst. President. Ever.
Guide to Careers in the FBI

The terrifying true crime story of the I-5 serial killer from Ann Rule, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Stranger Beside Me. Randall Woodfield had it all. He was an award-winning student and star athlete. He
was drafted by the Green Bay Packers to play in the NFL, and chosen by Playgirl as a centerfold candidate.
Working in the swinging West Coast bar scene, he had his pick of willing sexual prospects. But Randall
Woodfield wanted more than just sex. An appetite for unspeakable violent acts led him to cruise the I-5 highway
through California, Oregon, and Washington, leaving a trail of victims along the way. As the list of his victims
grew to a total of at least 44, the police faced the awesome challenge of catching and convicting a suspect who
seemed too handsome and appealing to have committed such ugly crimes--crimes that filled every woman within
his striking range with feat and horror....
From John Douglas—the legendary FBI criminal profiler, #1 New York Times bestselling author, and inspiration
for the Netflix show Mindhunter—comes a chilling journey inside the mind and crimes of Larry Gene Bell, one of
the most dangerous serial killers Douglas confronted, and the desperate effort to identify and catch him. On May
31, 1985, two days before her high school graduation, Shari Smith was abducted from the driveway of her family
home in South Carolina. Based on the crime scene and the abductor’s repeated and taunting calls to the family,
law enforcement quickly realized they were dealing with a sophisticated and highly dangerous criminal. A letter
arrived the next day entitled “Last Will & Testament,” in which Shari, knowing she was to be murdered, wrote
bravely and achingly of her love for her parents, siblings, and boyfriend, saying that while they would miss her,
she knew they would persevere through their faith. The abduction rocked her quiet town, triggering a massive
manhunt and bringing in the FBI, which enlisted profiler John Douglas. A few days later, a phone call told the
family where they could find Shari’s body. Then nine-year-old Debra May Helmick was kidnapped from her yard,
confirming the harsh realization that Smith’s murder was no random act. A serial killer was evolving, and the
only way to stop him would be to use the study of criminal behavior to anticipate his next move before he could
kill again. Douglas devised a risky and emotionally fraught strategy to use Shari’s lookalike older sister Dawn as
bait to draw out the unknown subject. Dawn and her parents courageously agreed. One of the most haunting
investigations of Douglas’s storied career, this case details how the eerily accurate profile he created—alongside
his carefully crafted and stage-managed manipulation of the killer’s psychology—combined with dedicated police
work and cutting-edge forensic science to end a reign of criminal terror. As Shari’s family took incredible
personal risks to lure her killer from the shadows, Douglas and the FBI pushed criminal profiling to its limits,
culminating in one of his most dramatic and effective confrontations with a sadistic and remorseless killer.
The legendary FBI criminal profiler and international bestselling author of Mindhunter and The Killer Across the
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Table returns with this timely, relevant book that goes to the heart of extremism and domestic terrorism,
examining in-depth his chilling pursuit of, and eventual prison confrontation with Joseph Paul Franklin, a White
Nationalist serial killer and one of the most disturbing psychopaths he has ever encountered. Worshippers
stream out of an Midwestern synagogue after sabbath services, unaware that only a hundred yards away, an
expert marksman and avowed racist, antisemite and member of the Ku Klux Klan, patiently awaits, his hunting
rifle at the ready. The October 8, 1977 shooting was a forerunner to the tragedies and divisiveness that plague
us today. John Douglas, the FBI’s pioneering, first full-time criminal profiler, hunted the shooter—a white
supremacist named Joseph Paul Franklin, whose Nazi-inspired beliefs propelled a three-year reign of terror
across the United States, targeting African Americans, Jews, and interracial couples. In addition, Franklin
bombed the home of Jewish leader Morris Amitay, shot and paralyzed Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt,
and seriously wounded civil rights leader Vernon Jordan. The fugitive supported his murderous spree robbing
banks in five states, from Georgia to Ohio. Douglas and his writing partner Mark Olshaker return to this
disturbing case that reached the highest levels of the Bureau, which was fearful Franklin would become a
presidential assassin—and haunted him for years to come as the threat of copycat domestic terrorist killers
increasingly became a reality. Detailing the dogged pursuit of Franklin that employed profiling, psychology and
meticulous detective work, Douglas and Olshaker relate how the case was a make-or-break test for the stillexperimental behavioral science unit and revealed a new type of, determined, mission-driven serial killer whose
only motivation was hate. A riveting, cautionary tale rooted in history that continues to echo today, The Killer's
Shadow is a terrifying and essential exploration of the criminal personality in the vile grip of extremism and what
happens when rage-filled speech evolves into deadly action and hatred of the “other" is allowed full reign. The
Killer's Shadow includes an 8-page color photo insert.
Twenty-two years in the FBI, sixteen of them as a member of the Bureau's Behavioral Science Unit. Thousands of
homicides, rapes, suicides, and other gruesome crimes. Roy Hazelwood, like many investigators, has seen it all.
But unlike most, he's gone further -- into the dark and twisted psyches of serial killers and sadistic sexual
offenders -- and has emerged as one of the world's foremost experts on the sexual criminal. Now, acclaimed truecrime writer Stephen G. Michaud takes you into the heart of Hazelwood's work through dozens of startling
cases, including those of the Lonely Heart Killer, the "Ken and Barbie" killings, the Atlanta Child Murders, and
many more. Here Michaud and Hazelwood go beyond the lurid details, to a deeper understanding of the
depraved minds behind the grisly crimes, in a stark, startling, and fascinating work you will not soon forget.
A Haunting Story of Murder, Criminal Profiling, and Justice in a Small Town
Patterns and Motives
Unlocking the Secrets of Serial Killers and Predators with the FBI's Original Mindhunter
The Killer Across the Table
The I-5 Killer
My Twenty Years Tracking Serial Killers for the FBI
This time the chips are truly down for Hollywood Jake Donovan. A government scientist, Dr. William Rush, has been found
dead in a North Carolina state park; he'd been doing sensitive research -- possibly a weapons project -- and he'd been
brutally murdered. His colleague, Janice Callahan, is also missing...A crime of passion? Or a threat to national security?
Jake Donovan -- down on his luck after being mysteriously yanked from the investigation of an assassination attempt on
the First Lady -- and his Broken Wings team are assigned to the case by their wealthy benefactor Mrs. De Vries, who also
happens to be Janice Callahan's aunt. But it's not going to be easy for Jake. As he digs deeper into the mystery he is shot
at, his car is blown up, and his fingerprints keep turning up where they shouldn't. His personal life is no picnic either: His
Broken Wings colleague and girlfriend Katie leaves him for her ex-husband; his former wife has had it with the danger his
work brings to her and their two children; and he is plagued by nightmares of the Black Diamond kidnapper, the one
criminal whom he has never been able to catch. But the worst blow comes when Donovan's adored son, Eric, is abducted
right out of his own bed. Hollywood Jake Donovan finally knows what it's like to be a victim. In their efforts to save the
country, as well as the offspring of one of their own, the Broken Wings team races across America on the trail of a
complicated conspiracy. Can they get to the center of the web in time? Once again, John Douglas has delivered a
mesmerizing and edge-of-the-seat ride into the world of criminal profiling.
Legendary FBI profiler and New York Times bestselling author John Douglas explores the shocking case of John Robinson a
harmless, unassuming family man whose criminal history began with embezzlement and fraud - and ended with his arrest
for the savage murders of six women and his suspected involvement in at least five disappearances. Most disturbing was
the hunting ground in which Robinson seduced his prey: the world of cyberspace. Haunting chat rooms, targeting
vulnerable women, and exploiting the anonymity of the Internet, his bloody spree was finally halted by a relentless parole
officer who spent ten years trying to nail Robinson as a cold-blooded killer. A cautionary tale set in a virtual world where
relationships are established without the benefit of physical contact, ANYONE YOU WANT ME TO BE is a contemporary reallife drama of high-tech crime and punishment.
Includes material on "the Trailside Killer in San Francisco, the Atlanta child murderer, the Tylenol poisoner, the man who
hunted prostitutes for sport in the woods of Alaska, and Seattle's Green River killer ..."
From New York Times bestselling author Pete Earley—the strange but true story of how a young man’s devastating brain
injury gave him the unique ability to connect with the world’s most terrifying criminals. Fifteen-year-old Tony Ciaglia had
everything a teenager could want until he suffered a horrific head injury at summer camp. When he emerged from a
coma, his right side was paralyzed, he had to relearn how to walk and talk, and he needed countless pills to control his
emotions. Abandoned and shunned by his friends, he began writing to serial killers on a whim and discovered that the
same traumatic brain injury that made him an outcast to his peers now enabled him to connect emotionally with notorious
murderers. Soon many of America’s most dangerous psychopaths were revealing to him heinous details about their
crimes—even those they’d never been convicted of. Tony despaired as he found himself inescapably drawn into their
violent worlds of murder, rape, and torture—until he found a way to use his gift. Asked by investigators from the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children to aid in solving a murder, Tony launched his own searches for forgotten victims
with clues provided by the killers themselves. The Serial Killer Whisperer takes readers into the minds of murderers like
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never before, but it also tells the inspiring tale of a struggling American family and a tormented young man who found
healing and closure in the most unlikely way—by connecting with monsters.
Mindhunter
Broken Wings
Inside the Mind of BTK
Anyone You Want Me To Be
Sexual Homicide
A Broken Wings Thriller
The FBI's pioneer of criminal profiling reflects on his forty-year career during which he pursued and studied
such criminals as Charles Manson and David Berkowitz and devoted his time to helping the wrongfully
convicted.
Investigating a series of brutal murders in Washington, D.C., homicide detective Sandy Mansfield's only
suspect is a convicted killer who died eight months earlier, and she begins to question the late convict's
surgeon brother. Reprint.
LEARN THE TRUE STORY OF ONE OF THE FBI PROFILERS WHO COINED THE PHRASE "SERIAL KILLER"
Face-to-face with some of America's most terrifying killers, FBI veteran Robert K. Ressler learned how to
identify the unknown monsters who walk among us -- and put them behind bars. In Whoever Fights Monsters,
Ressler—the inspiration for the character Agent Bill Tench in David Fincher's hit TV show Mindhunter—shows
how he was able to track down some of the country's most brutal murderers. Ressler, the FBI Agent and exArmy CID colonel who advised Thomas Harris on The Silence of the Lambs, used the evidence at a crime scene
to put together a psychological profile of the killers. From the victims they choose to the way they kill to the
often grotesque souvenirs they take with them—Ressler unlocks the identities of these vicious killers. And with
his discovery that serial killers share certain violent behaviors, Ressler goes behind prison walls to hear
bizarre first-hand stories from countless convicted murderers, including Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy;
Edmund Kemper; and Son of Sam. Getting inside the mind of a killer to understand how and why he kills is
one of the FBI's most effective ways of helping police bring in killers who are still at large. Join Ressler as he
takes you on the hunt for the world's most dangerous psychopaths in this terrifying journey you will not forget.
A former recruiter and profiler for the FBI offers readers looking for a career in federal law enforcement
inside information and expert advice on how to gain entry into the highly selective FBI, discussing educational
requirements, skills, and internships. Original. 35,000 first printing.
The Cases That Haunt Us
The Edge
Killer's Shadow
Crime Classification Manual
The Serial Killer Whisperer
Dark Dreams
The Evil That Men Do introduced readers to the lifework and the techniques of FBI profiler Roy Hazelwood. Now, in Dark Dreams,
Hazelwood-- writing with bestselling author Stephen G. Michaud-- will take then deep into the minds of his prey, the world's most dangerous
sexual criminals, and reveal the extent to which these individuals permeate our society. Profiler Roy Hazelwood is one of the world's leading
experts on the strangest and most dangerous of all aberrant offenders-- the sexual criminal. In Dark Dreams he reveals the twisted motive
and thinking that go into the most reprehensible crimes. He also catalogs the innovative and remarkably effective techniques-- investigative
approaches that he helped pioneer at the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit-- that allow law enforcement agents to construct psychological
profiles of the offenders who commit these crimes. Hazelwood has helped track down some of the most violent and well-known criminals in
modern history; in Dark Dreams he takes readers into his world-- a sinister world inhabited by scores of dangerous offenders for every Roy
Hazelwood who would put them behind bars: * A young woman disappears from the convenience store where she works. Her skeletonized
remains are found in a field, near a torture device. Who committed this heinous crime? And why? * A teenager's body is found hanging in a
storm sewer. His clothes are neatly folded by the entrance and a stopwatch is found in his mouth. Is he the victim of a bizarre, ritualistic
murder...or an elaborate masturbatory fantasy gone awry? * A married couple, driving with their toddler in the backseat, pick up a female
hitchhiker. They kidnap her and for seven years keep her as a sexual slave. The wife agreed to this inhuman arrangement in exchange for
having a second child. Who was to blame? As gruesome as the crimes are and as unsettling as the odds seem, Hazelwood proves that the
right amount of determination and logic can bring even the most cunning and devious criminals to justice. Dark Dreams is a 2002 Edgar
Award Nominee for Best Fact Crime.
In this eagerly awaited new book by the international best-selling authors of Mindhunter and Journey into Darkness, master FBI profiler John
Douglas takes us into the minds and souls of both the hunters and the hunted. The legendary former head of the FBI's Investigative Support
Unit, Douglas was the pioneer of modern behavioral profiling of serial criminals. In Mindhunter, we followed his development into a modern,
real-life Sherlock Holmes as he tracked down the Atlanta child murderer, San Francisco's Trailside Killer, and Seattle's Green River Killer -- a
chase that nearly cost him his life. In Journey into Darkness, he directed his unique skills particularly to crimes against children and young
adults, and showed how the quest for closure for the survivors does not always end simply with catching the killer. Written with Mark
Olshaker, the coauthor of Douglas's previous books and an acclaimed novelist, journalist, and filmmaker, Obsession is vital reading for
anyone seeking to understand and prevent violent crime. In Obsession, Douglas once again takes us fascinatingly behind the scenes,
focusing his expertise on predatory crimes, primarily against women. With a deep sense of compassion for the victims and an uncanny
understanding of the perpetrators, Douglas looks at the obsessions that lead to rape, stalking, and sexual murder through such cases as
Ronnie Shelton, the serial rapist who terrorized Cleveland; Joseph Thompson, New Zealand's South Auckland rapist; the stalking and killing
of television star Rebecca Schaeffer; and New York's notorious "Preppie Murder." He plumbs the minds and motives of those who commit
these terrifying and seemingly inexplicable offenses, using as examples his study of Ed Gein, Gary Heidnick, and Ted Bundy, the three
obsessional killers who made up the composite character of "Buffalo Bill" in The Silence of the Lambs. (Douglas himself was the model for
Special Agent Jack Crawford.) But Douglas also looks at obsession on the other side of the moral spectrum: his own career-long obsession
with hunting these predators; the obsession of the directors of a model police department's victim's program in Virginia that has literally saved
the lives of survivors; and the obsession of a brilliant young lawyer who has established an innovative school in Harlem to combat crime,
drugs, and despair. Finally, there's the poignant and moving story of Gene and Peggy Schmidt and their daughter, Jennifer, whose sister,
Stephanie, was viciously murdered by a paroled rapist in Kansas, and who channeled their grief and anguish into fighting for a milestone
Supreme Court ruling. Douglas analyzes the critical lessons of the Stephanie Schmidt case, which demonstrates the new empowerment
galvanizing the victim's rights movement. In a final section that serves as a call to action, Douglas shows us how we can all fight back and
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protect ourselves, our families, and loved ones against the scourge of the violent predators in our midst. But the first step is insight and
understanding, and no one is better qualified to penetrate obsession than John Douglas.
While investigating a terrorist attack on a congressman's plane over Washington, FBI profiler Jake Donovan suddenly is called in to search
for a missing weapons researcher and a missing young woman, a case that draws him into the deadly orbit of a terrorist group that will stop at
nothing to stop him. By the author of Broken Wings. Reprint.
Provides a solid review of the subject, with an accessible, incisive presentation, including photos and features unique to this edition.
A True-Life Journey into the Mind of the Serial Killer
How One Man's Tragedy Helped Unlock the Deadliest Secrets of the World's Most Terrifying Killers
The True Story Behind the Thirty-Year Hunt for the Notorious Wichita Serial Killer
Sexual Homicide: Patterns and Motives- Paperback
When a Killer Calls
A True Story of Sex and Death on the Internet

When his former boss, the director of the FBI, turns up dead, former profiler John Chase comes out of retirement to investigate
and finds himself facing off against a ruthless and clever opponent.
Legendary FBI profiling pioneer John Douglas's theory is that once you figure out the motivating force driving a perpetrator,
you've got a good chance of cracking the case. In THE ANATOMY OF MOTIVE he uses cases from his own career to illustrate his
argument. He takes us further than ever before into the dark corners of the minds of arsonists, hijackers, serial and spree
killers and mass murderers. THE ANATOMY OF MOTIVE analyses such diverse killers as Lee Harvey Oswald and Timothy
McVeigh - and helps us learn to anticipate potential violent behaviour before it's too late.
25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION • An epic novel of the violence and depravity that attended America's westward expansion, Blood
Meridian brilliantly subverts the conventions of the Western novel and the mythology of the Wild West—from the bestselling,
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road Based on historical events that took place on the Texas-Mexico border in the 1850s,
it traces the fortunes of the Kid, a fourteen-year-old Tennesseean who stumbles into the nightmarish world where Indians are
being murdered and the market for their scalps is thriving.
Certain criminal cases have a life of their own. Despite the passage of years they continue their hold on the public imagination,
either because of the personalities involved, the depravity of the crime, doubts over whether justice was done, or the
tantalizing fact that no one was ever caught... Now John Douglas, the foremost investigative analyst and criminal profiler of our
time, turns his attention to eight of the greatest mysteries in the history of crime, including those of Jack the Ripper, The
Boston Strangler and JonBenet Ramsey. Taking a fresh look at the established facts, Douglas and Olshaker dismantle the
conventional wisdom regarding these most notorious of crimes and rebuild them - with astonishing results.
The Opportunist
The Anatomy Of Motive
A Standard System for Investigating and Classifying Violent Crimes
Man Down
The FBI's Hunt for a White Supremacist Serial Killer
A Shocking True Story of Sex and Death on the Internet

A profile of the world's first known Internet serial killer seeks to demonstrate how mainstream Americans can become
victims of cybercrime, explains the psychological factors of physically devoid online relationships, and how the case
reflects a growing pattern of Internet sex and violence. Reprint.
In Obsession, John Douglas once again takes us fascinatingly behind the scenes, focusing his expertise on predatory
crimes, primarily against women. With a deep sense of compassion for the victims and an uncanny understanding of the
perpetrators, Douglas looks at the obsessions that lead to rape, stalking, and sexual murder through such cases as
Ronnie Shelton, the serial rapist who terrorized Cleveland; and New York's notorious "Preppie Murder." But Douglas also
looks at obsession on the other side of the moral spectrum: his own career-long obsession with hunting these predators.
Douglas shows us how we can all fight back and protect ourselves, our families, and loved ones against the scourge of
the violent predators in our midst. The first step is insight and understanding, and no one is better qualified to penetrate
Obsession than John Douglas.
The twisted, but fascinating, mind of a serial killer is revealed with terrifying consequences in this astonishing and
shocking exploration. with 20 b&w photos.
THE BESTSELLING TRUE STORY THAT INSPIRED THE MAJOR NETFLIX SERIESFBI Special Agent and expert in
criminal profiling and behavioural science, John Douglas, is a man who has looked evil in the eye and made a vocation of
understanding it. Now retired, Douglas can let us inside the FBI elite serial crime unit and into the disturbed minds of
some of the most savage serial killers in the world.The man who was the inspiration for Special Agent Jack Crawford in
The Silence of the Lambsand who lent the film's makers his expertise explains how he invented and established the
practice of criminal profiling; what it was like to submerge himself mentally in the world of serial killers to the point of
'becoming' both perpetrator and victim; and individual case histories including those of Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles Manson,
Ted Bundy and the Atlanta child murders.With the fierce page-turning power of a bestselling novel, yet terrifyingly true,
Mindhunter is a true crime classic.John Douglas knows more about serial killers than anybody in the world - Jonathan
Demme, Director of The Silence of the LambsA cracker of a book - Esquire
Or the Evening Redness in the West
Obsession
A Legendary FBI Profiler Examines Homicide and the Criminal Mind
The Strange Death of Europe
Whoever Fights Monsters
Serial Murder
The “chilling” story of America's most notorious serial killer by the man who helped
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catch him—now updated with the latest DNA findings (Nashville Banner). He was a model
citizen. A hospital volunteer. And one of the most sadistic serial killers of all time.
But few people could see the cruel monster beneath the colorful clown makeup that John
Gacy wore to entertain children in his Chicago suburb. Few could imagine what lay buried
beneath his house of horrors—until a teenaged boy disappeared before Christmas in 1978,
leading prosecutor Terry Sullivan on the greatest manhunt of his career. Reconstructing
the investigation—from records of violence in Gacy's past, to the gruesome discovery of
twenty-nine corpses of abused boys in Gacy's crawlspace and four others found in the
nearby river—Sullivan's shocking eyewitness account takes you where few true crime books
ever go: inside the heart of a serial murder investigation and trial. This updated
edition features new revelations that have emerged using DNA evidence to confirm the
identities of additional victims—and sixteen pages of dramatic photos. “An unnerving true
crime story of murder, terror, and justice.” —Dallas Morning News “As with a good mystery
story, to the very end of Killer Clown we find ourselves still rooting for good to
triumph over evil, yet fearing that the dice may be loaded the other way.” —Chicago
Tribune “Gripping study . . . for true crime addicts” —Publishers Weekly “You will learn
more in this book about the daily activities of a police department than you will from
any number of Ed McBain novels or episodes of Hill Street Blues.” —The Charleston News &
Courier
Most of us think we know ourselves, and some of us actually do. Clive Mason was
neither—he didn’t care. Our protagonist, for he could hardly be called a hero, was one of
the fortunate people; he loved what he did, did it well, and was successful. For him, it
wasn’t the money—though that helped—but the buzz he felt when he’d completed what he’d
set out to do. Many experience a “Road to Damascus” moment in their lives, and Mason is
one of those. Though those of us who have experienced it know it can come in many
different forms.
On the Trail of America's Most-wanted Serial Killer
The Last Victim
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